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Project Summary and Background 

Salish Kootenai College is located in the center of the Flathead Indian Reservation in 

western Montana. The Flathead Reservation is surrounded on the east, west, and south by 

mountains. To the north is Flathead Lake, the largest natural freshwater lake west of the 

Mississippi River. The Flathead River winds its way through the Reservation from north to 

south. Within the Reservation’s boundaries are the National Bison Range in Moiese and the 

Ninepipe National Wildlife Refuge.  

Salish Kootenai College Salish Kootenai College (SKC) began as a branch campus of 

Flathead Valley Community College (FVCC). Beginning in the Winter term of 1977, the 

Reservation Extension Center boasted 16 part-time faculty and 49 students. The Center offered 

45 credits at seven sites around the reservation. That same year, a resolution was passed by 

Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribal Council to formally establish a tribal college on the 

Flathead Reservation. The college subsequently applied for membership in the new AIHEC 

(American Indian Higher Education Consortium) organization, at the time a consortium of 12 

colleges. The following academic year, the college had six full-time faculty and eventually 

moved to Pablo. 

In 1981, the college broke ties with FVCC and formally called itself Salish Kootenai 

College. SKC became accredited in 1984, the first tribal college in the Northwest to accomplish 

the goal. Several buildings were purchased from the Confederated Salish and Kootenai tribes. 

Land was purchased to the east and south of the original campus and a new Fine Arts Center, 

Science Facility and golf course are completed. 

The mission of Salish Kootenai College is to provide quality postsecondary educational 

opportunities for Native Americans, locally and from throughout the United States. The College 

will strive to provide opportunities for individual self-improvement to promote and help maintain 

the cultures of the Confederated Tribes of the Flathead Indian Nation. 

The vision of Salish Kootenai College is to foster curricula and vocational certification, 

and associates and bachelors degree programs that meet the unique needs of the Native American 

population. While the college encourages diversity, its primary purpose is to serve the needs of 

Native American People. 

The Environmental Sciences Program exists in response to the increased needs by tribes 

and students for training in environmental research, management, recovery, and protection while 

recognizing the cultural importance of natural resources. This interdisciplinary program is unique 

in its combination of technological and scientific study with Native American culture and other 

socio-political systems. Most students will specialize in one of the two options: Terrestrial 

Resources Management or Aquatic Resources Management. The Terrestrial Resources 

Management option emphasizes conservation and sustainable use of wildlife, plant communities, 

and wildlands. The Aquatic Resources Management option emphasizes restoration and 

management of aquatic and riparian ecosystems through study of the biological, chemical and 

physical components of watersheds. Students who are considering careers in environmental 

policy, environmental education, or environmental law may prefer to take electives from both 
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areas and receive a general Environmental Science degree. Students may not, however “double-

major” in both options. 

Throughout the existence of the Environmental Science program and its complimentary 

Forestry program, the Natural Resources Department was acquired many instruments used in 

both disciplines. The current state of technology has rendered many instruments outdated. Yet, 

most equipment are in working condition and fairly reliable for educational and potential 

research use.   

After attending the2009 National P.E.T.E. Tribal Fellows Institute, adjunct professor 

Shandin Pete has initiated an effort to create standard operating procedures for equipment and 

instrumentation that has not lost its usefulness to SKC’s Natural Resources Department.  

Currently, two undergraduate students in the Forestry program and Environmental Science 

program are working under a grant opportunity from the National Science Foundation to perform 

guided research in large river ecosystems. These students are being directed and instructed in 

construction of standard operating procedures as well as cataloging the following equipment: 

AND SK-20K Digital Scale 

Sokkia C22 AutoLevel & Rod 

US Standard Test Sieves (4in – 0.0049 in.) with shaker 

Durham Water Level Recorder 

(2) Hach EC10 pH Meter 

(2) Hach CO150 Conductivity Meter 

Hach Test Kit, Dissolved Oxygen 

(2) Quanta Hydrolab, Multiprobe 

Marsh-McBirney Flow-Mate, Current Meter & Metric Top Setting Rod 

LabLive Imperial III Radiant Heat Oven 

Campbell Scientific  CR10X Data Logger 

Young 05103-5, Wind Monitor 

Vaisala HMP45C, Temperature & Humidity Probe 

Licor Quantum Sensor, LI-190 

Vaisala Barometer, PTB110 Series 

Texas Instrument, TR-525usw, Rain Gauge 

Vemco Minilog & 2401E Temperature Probe 

(100) iButtom 1-wire Thermocrom with Reader  
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Falling Head Test Column 

Solinst Barologger 

(10) Solinst Junior Level Logger 

The end result of this task will directly benefit the 5 full time faculty and the two part-time 

faculty member in the Natural Resources Department here at SKC. Most equipment is used 

across both the Environmental Science and Forestry curriculum. Additionally, some equipment 

is utilized by the Environmental Laboratory. Most important, the students are gaining valuable 

experience in composing Standard Operating Procedures. 

The standard operating procedures will be utilized during the academic year and the summer 

months by students engaged in geo-hydrological research and environmental related course work 

in both the Forestry program and the Environmental Science Program. It is expected that 

approximately 20 to 30 students will directly benefit from these standards.   

 

Student SOP Example 

Stream Gauging Technique 
Standard Operating Procedures 

Large River Ecosystem 
Data Collection 

2009 
Equipment:  Top Setting Rod 

   Marsh-McBirney Flow meter (model 2000) 

   Water level indicator 

   100m measuring tape 

   Metal stakes (2) 

   Data collection sheet/Discharge Measurement notes   

Site prep: 

All gauging sites have been previously marked near the 9 staff gauge sites (named/labeled SG1 – SG9) 

along this section of the Jocko River. Each staff gauge location has a nearby gauging point marked with 

pink flagging tape on both sides of the bank.  

Record the start time in your notes, include date. 

Record the river stage on the installed meter/yard sticks located on the staff gauge.  
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Record the water level inside the piezometer using the water level indicator (well tape).  

   

You will also record these same parameters at the end of data collection! 

Secure the tape with a stake where the bank is flagged.  

Cross the river and secure the tape with the other stake where flagged.  

Data Collection: 

Record the length across the river using the left edge of water (LEW) & right edge of water (REW). Facing 

downstream and labeling them accordingly always determine left and right edges/banks of the river.  

With the measure tape (metric) locate your pre-determined location for gauging, stretch the measure 

tape perpendicularly across the river flow and anchor the two ends by some means.  Note the total 

width of the river as measured on the tape; divide the total width of the river by 25, round this number 

to the nearest tenth. This will be the length of the increments between sampling points.  

To begin data collection, secure the flow meter sensor (the black bulb) to the bottom of the top setting 

rod (the screw doesn’t need to be super tight). Connect the cable to the flow meter carefully and make 

sure its locked in position. Turn the flow meter on; make sure the screen is set in metric measurements 

(if it is not, press the on and off buttons simultaneously to cycle through to “m/s”). Secure the 

flowmeter around your neck and begin recording.  

Top Setting Rod: 

The rod is metric, divided into tenths of a meter.  Readings must be taken at six tenths (60%) of the total 

depth at each particular point.  Read depth at double (tenth of a meter) or triple (half of a meter) tick 

marks on the larger portion of the rod.  Each single tick mark is two one hundredths of a meter.  Then 

adjust the smaller vertical moving rod to the corresponding reading.   

For instance if depth is read at “.40” (four tenths), move the adjustable rod so that the “4” is 
aligned with the zero on the handle.   
If for instance the depth is read at “.46”, move the adjustable rod so that the “4” is aligned with the “6” 

on the handle.   

At either the LEW/REW depending on which bank you begin from, take a reading: 

 Submerge the top setting rod in the water  

 Bulb should be facing upstream into current 

 Set rod at appropriate height  

 Take reading after one full period 

 If after one full period the reading is negative, record the reading as zero 

 Move to next increment and repeat 
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Record the end time in your notes. 

Record the river stage on the installed meter/yard sticks located on the staff gauge.  

Record the water level inside the piezometer using the water level indicator (well tape). 

Working Discharge Notes: 

Remember to keep good notes – “be thorough”, do not erase any mistakes, cross them out and make a 

new recording.  Note your party members and general duties for the day; record the temperature 

(estimate if needed), cloud cover if any, and precipitation, etc. 

Date: 00/00/0000 
Time: 00:00      Stage inside (meter stick): 0.00           Stage outside (piezometer): 00 

Party: John Doe (recording), Jane Doe (gauging) 

Weather: 90F clear skies 

 Distance 

from initial 

point (DIP) 

Width Depth Velocity at 

point 

Area Discharge 

 

1      LEW 0.20 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

       

2 0.70 0.50 0.25 0.00 0.12 0.00 

       

3 1.20 0.50 0.22 0.02 0.11 0.002 

       

4 1.70 0.50 0.33 0.12 0.16 0.019 

       

5      REW 2.20 0.25 0.36 0.29 0.09 0.026 

 

Distance from initial point:  This is measured on the tape stretched across the channel; in this case 0.20 

is the point at which the LEW resides.  The increments were determined previously by taking the total 

width of the river dividing it by 25 and rounding to the nearest tenth, in this case we took areas of 0.5 

meters.   
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Width:  

 
For the FIRST width reading – this is either REW or LEW, take your second DIP (#2) and subtract the first 
DIP (#1) from it and divide by two.  
 

(0.70-0.20)/2 = 0.25 
 

For subsequent width readings – say we are calculating width for #2, take the next DIP (#3) and subtract 

the previous DIP (#1) from it and divide by two.   

(1.20-0.20)/2 = 0.50 

For the FINAL width reading – this is either the REW or LEW, take the final DIP (#5) and subtract the 

previous DIP (#4) from it and divide by two.   

(2.20-1.70)/2 = 0.25 

Depth: 

These measurements are taken from your readings off of the top setting rod.  

Velocity at Point: 

These measurements are taken from the flo-mate in meters per second. 

Area:  

Take width and multiply by depth. 

Discharge: 

Take the velocity at point and multiply by the area. 

 

 


